
 

Covidence top tips  
Covidence is one of Cochrane’s recommended tools to support you in some of the most labour-

intensive stages of your systematic review. Covidence allows your team to upload search results, 

screen abstracts and full text, complete data collection, conduct risk of bias assessment, resolve 

disagreements, and export data into RevMan or Excel. We think you’ll find it easy to use and 

genuinely helpful in easing the workload. Covidence is free to use for those authoring Cochrane 

reviews, and you can login in using your Cochrane account (formerly Archie account). 

Getting started   

Go to https://www.covidence.org/sign_in 

 

Login using your Cochrane account (you will be asked if you consent to Covidence accessing 

Cochrane data – accept this).  Click ‘start a new review’. All reviews that you are an author on will 

then be listed for you.  Select the review you wish to open in Covidence and ‘create new review’. 

 



 
Our Information Specialist will send you the results of your specific search as a .XML file.  You can 

now import these directly to Covidence:   

1. Save the zip file sent to you on your computer 

2. On the ‘Review summary’ page, click import 

 
3. Choose where you wish to import to (screening stage for example) 

4. Click ‘browse’ to locate the file saved in step one 

5. Right click on the .zip folder to show the .XML file.  Select this file and importing will begin 

Additional information and instructions can be found here. 

Using the settings tab you should now  

 Invite your co-authors to join your Covidence Review file 

 Manage inclusion/exclusion criteria for screening and full text review – copy and paste your 
PICO and add important exclusion criteria for easy reference  

 Manage highlights to make screening faster and easier.  For example, you can highlight the 
inclusion keyword ‘PE’, or exclusion keyword ‘observational’, to aid scanning the 
title/abstract 

 Determine how many authors are required at each stage (for example, one to carry out 
initial screen to remove clearly non-relevant references; two to independently screen 
possible references and full text articles; two to assess risk of bias etc.) 

 Manage exclusion reasons.  It is important that you create your own exclusion criteria here 

so that when you export the information from Covidence to RevMan 5 the excluded study 

tables are populated with sufficient data to explain the exclusion reason clearly.  The default 

‘wrong study design’ is not clear enough – consider if a bespoke explanation is better, such 

as ‘population does not consist of Rutherford XX’, ‘participants mixed for interventions 

involving either great or small saphenous vein – separate data not available’, or ‘compares X 

with Y, not Z’.  

Once assessed as included, you can also use Covidence to assess included studies for risk of bias and 
extract data: 

http://support.covidence.org/knowledge_base/topics/citation-imports


 

 
 

Once you have identified your included and excluded studies, the references for these can be 

exported out of Covidence and into the appropriate section of RevMan 5. 

Exporting references from Covidence and importing to RevMan 5 

1. Create a folder to hold your downloaded/exported list (eg, to import refs for awaiting 
classification) 

2. In Covidence - follow steps in this video so you have a .RIS file to export  
3. http://support.covidence.org/knowledge_base/topics/exporting-study-lists-to-your-

reference-manager 
4. Download the .RIS – save file (in my computer this saves it automatically to a downloaded 

files destination).  Copy this .RIS file to the folder you created in step 1. 
5. Open your RevMan file 
6. Go to file (top menu bar) – import – references (will open import wizard) 
7. Follow steps to select the file saved in step 4 (you will to select ‘all file types’ to see 
8. Follow steps to import 
9. You can select destination (included study/excluded/awaiting classification etc) for each 

reference 
10. Please check style has imported correctly and matches that in the Style Manual. 

 
Online support  

All questions about Covidence can be directed to support@covidence.org, or by clicking the “?” icon 

directly from Covidence.  Please let the editorial base know you are having problems in case we have 

experienced it before. 
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